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PHOTO 1: Shed Pad 4.9.16 (100%) without thickening
Mature gidyea -165 trees per ha

PHOTO 2: Horseshoe- 4.9.16 (100%) with thickening immature gidyea 5425 per ha. Dead mature 162 per ha. Live mature 15 per ha.
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PHOTO 3: Bore Paddock - 4.9.16 with thickening. Immature gidyea 6250 per ha. Dead mature 300 per ha. Live mature 1

PHOTO 4: Natural Open Creek
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PHOTO 5: Thickening of immature gidyea along creek

PHOTO 6: Encroachment of immature gidyea in 4.3.20 ecosystem near a water course